Team 6 Safety Inspection Report - Peter Duane team leader –

Inspected in January - Report February 2013

All Labs in Maxwell Dworkin Building

1) Teaching labs – Safety Officer Xuan Liang

   Inspected Rooms B127, B125, B123, B121, and B112

   All are electronics teaching labs with computers and test equipment and no chemical usage. All were fine.

   Inspected Room G114 “Design Lab” found chem-checker missing, all else fine.

2) Professor Ham Labs – Safety Officer - Dongwan Ha,

   tour led by Hosang Yoon.

   Inspected Room B129 – Laser and nontoxic gases and a few chemicals.

   Everything up to date and fine.

   Inspected Room 315 – ER guide missing and Chemchecker missing

   No food sign needed on refrigerator

   Secondary container neede in wet bench.

   Inspected Room 316 – ER guide missing and Chemchecker missing

   Some unlabeled amber strobes on the walls purpose unknown.